The ONLY device that SPLINTS the cervical spine above and below the injury—preventing further trauma.

HANS ON
PRODUCT REVIEWS FROM STREET CREWS

BASIC FIRST AID teaches us that before immobilizing a joint, we need to secure the bones above and below. The new X-Collar from [Emegear] is designed to immobilize the cervical spine by contracting and anchoring the collar to the occipital and facial bones of the skull, and to the torso at the level of the clavicle and scapula. Deriving its name from the two Velcro® straps that cross under the chin to prevent rotation, this collar offers more than 24 levels of adjustment that can be fitted to a patient in their "position of comfort," even if there’s significant lateral rotation. As with any new device, orientation and practice is necessary, but once you use it, the X-Collar is sure to impress.
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25% of all SEVERE cervical injuries, typically resulting in paralysis or DEATH...

...occur because of movement AFTER initial trauma.

5 Reasons to use the XCollar Cervical Splint.

SPLINTED STABILITY!
1 Acting as a splint, the XCollar is the ONLY collar that secures the bones above and below the cervical region with its unique back and chest supports.

2 THE ONLY COLLAR TO PROVIDE TRUE IMMOBILIZATION IN THE NEUTRAL POSITION!
   So flexible it can fit anyone from a small child to a XL adult! One collar covers all 24 sizes! No manipulation necessary!

3 ADJUSTS DURING APPLICATION.
   Bi-lateral and vertical adjustments replace best-estimate guesses, allowing you to fit the collar directly on the patient!

4 IMMOBILIZES “IN POSITION!”
   If movement will create pain for your patient, why manipulate at all? The XCollar's EXCLUSIVE dual-sided straps allow you to stabilize in a variety of positions!

5 SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE!
   Application and instruction has never been easier with our 4 simple application steps and dedicated training department.

Because YOU Care

As EMS professionals and rescuers, you want to provide the best possible care for your patients. You deserve the BEST tools and your patients deserve BEST treatment. The XCollar is the ONLY collar for you.

Because WE Care

Located in California, the Emegear team consists of EMS educators, firefighters, and other emergency medical professionals. Together, we aim to help you improve the lives of your patients.